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Rack-Aware Regenerating Codes for Data Centers
Hanxu Hou, Patrick P. C. Lee∗, Kenneth W. Shum and Yuchong Hu

Abstract— Erasure coding is widely used for massive storage
in data centers to achieve high fault tolerance and low storage
redundancy. Since the cross-rack communication cost is often
high, it is critical to design erasure codes that minimize the cross-
rack repair bandwidth during failure repair. In this paper, we
analyze the optimal trade-off between storage redundancy and
cross-rack repair bandwidth specifically for data centers, subject
to the condition that the original data can be reconstructed from
a sufficient number of any non-failed nodes. We characterize the
optimal trade-off curve under functional repair, and propose a
general family of erasure codes called rack-aware regenerating
codes (RRC), which achieve the optimal trade-off. We further
propose exact repair constructions of RRC that have minimum
storage redundancy and minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth,
respectively. We show that (i) the minimum storage redundancy
constructions support a wide range of parameters and have cross-
rack repair bandwidth that is strictly less than that of the classical
minimum storage regenerating codes in most cases, and (ii) the
minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth constructions support all
the parameters and have less cross-rack repair bandwidth than
that of the minimum bandwidth regenerating codes for almost
all of the parameters.

Index Terms—Regenerating codes, data centers, cross-rack
repair bandwidth, rack-aware regenerating codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern storage systems are often deployed in the form of
data centers, in which data is distributed across a large number
of storage nodes that are grouped in different racks. Examples
include Google File System [1] and Windows Azure Storage [2],
and Facebook storage [3]. To provide high availability and
durability for data storage against node failures, erasure coding
is now widely adopted in modern storage systems to encode
data with significantly higher fault tolerance and lower storage
redundancy in compare to traditional replication. In particular,
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [4] are the most popular erasure
codes that are adopted in production (e.g., in Google [1]).
An (n, k) RS code encodes a data file of k symbols (i.e., the
units for erasure coding operations) to obtain n symbols over
some finite field, and distributes the n symbols in n different
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nodes (where k < n). The data file can then be retrieved by
a data collector by connecting to any k out of n nodes via a
reconstruction process. RS codes have two important practical
advantages: (i) they achieve minimum storage redundancy while
tolerating any n− k node (or symbol) failures, and (ii) they
support arbitrary values of n and k (< n).

When a node fails, each lost symbol stored in the failed
node needs to be repaired in a new node to maintain the same
level of fault tolerance. The conventional repair method, which
is also used by RS codes, is to first reconstruct the data file
and then encode it again to form each lost symbol. Thus, for
an (n, k) RS code, the total amount of data downloaded to
repair a lost symbol is k symbols (i.e., k times of the lost data).
This amplifies both network bandwidth and I/O cost.

The concept of regenerating codes (RC) is formulated by
Dimakis et al. [5] with the objective of minimizing the network
bandwidth during a repair operation. RC encodes a data file
into a multiple of n symbols and distributes them to n nodes,
each of which stores multiple symbols, while the data file can
still be reconstructed from a sufficient number of nodes as in
RS codes. To repair the lost symbols of a failed node in a
new node, the new node retrieves encoded symbols from each
of a selected subset of non-failed nodes, where the encoded
symbols are derived from the stored symbols. In general, the
total amount of encoded symbols retrieved from all non-failed
nodes, also known as the repair bandwidth, is much less than
the original data file size. Dimakis et al. [5] also characterize
the optimal trade-off between repair bandwidth and storage
redundancy.

In practical data centers, storage nodes are organized in
racks, and the cross-rack communication cost is typically
much more expensive than the intra-rack communication
cost. It is thus important for erasure codes to specifically
minimize the cross-rack repair bandwidth (i.e., the total
amount of symbols transferred across different racks during
a repair process). Unfortunately, RC does not address this
constraint, and generally cannot minimize the cross-rack repair
bandwidth. This motivates a number of studies that specifically
address the repair problem for data centers (see Section II for
details). In particular, Hu et al. [6] propose double regenerating
codes (DRC) to minimize the cross-rack repair bandwidth
by reconstructing partially repaired symbols locally within
each rack and combining the partially repaired symbols across
racks. It is shown that DRC can achieve much less cross-
rack repair bandwidth than RC for some choices of code
parameters. However, DRC is built on the condition that the
minimum storage redundancy is achieved (as in RS codes). The
optimal trade-off between storage redundancy and cross-rack
repair bandwidth, similar to the optimality analysis for RC
[5], remains largely unexplored in the context of erasure-coded
data centers.
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A. Contributions

In this paper, we consider a more general model of DRC
[6], in the sense that the model supports a flexible storage size
and a flexible number of non-failed nodes that provide repaired
data during a repair process. To this end, we propose a general
family of erasure codes called Rack-aware Regenerating Codes
(RRC) for data centers. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows.
• First, we derive the trade-off between storage and cross-

rack repair bandwidth of RRC. In the optimal trade-off
curve, there exist two extreme points, namely minimum
storage rack-aware regeneration (MSRR) and minimum
bandwidth rack-aware regeneration (MBRR) points, which
correspond to the minimum storage and the minimum
cross-rack repair bandwidth, respectively. The trade-off
curve of RRC can be reduced to the optimal trade-off
curve of RC if each rack has one node. Let r be the
number of racks. When kr/n is an integer, the trade-
off of MSRR codes is exactly the same as that of the
minimum storage regeneration (MSR) codes; when kr/n
is not an integer, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MSRR
codes is strictly less than that of MSR codes. Also, we
show that the cross-rack repair bandwidth of our MBRR
codes is strictly less than that of the minimum bandwidth
regeneration (MBR) codes for most of the parameters (see
Theorem 4 for details). For example, when (n, k, r) =
(12, 8, 4), MSRR codes have 33.3% reduction of cross-
rack repair bandwidth compared to MSR codes; for the
same parameters, MBRR codes achieve 13.1% and 28.9%
reduction of cross-rack repair bandwidth and storage over
MBR codes, respectively (see Fig. 3 for details). Compared
to the related work, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of
our RRC is less than or equal to that of the codes in [7]
for all parameters, and less than that of the codes in [8]
for most parameters (see Section VII-A for details).

• Second, we present several constructions for MSRR codes
with exact repair, which support a much wider range of
parameters than those in [6]–[8]. We also present an exact-
repair construction for the MBRR codes, which support
all the parameters, again an improvement compared to
[6], [7] (see Section VII-B for details). Note that the
exact-repair construction of the codes in [8] is given in
[9], [10]. For example, when n = 12 and r = 4, our
MSRR code construction can support k = 4, 5, . . . , 11,
while the constructions in [6] and [7] can only support
k = 9 and k = 6, 9, respectively. Note that the exact-
repair construction of the minimum storage codes in [8]
is given in the later work [9], and it can only support
r = 2 and n = 2k.

B. Paper Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work. Section III introduces the system
model. Section IV shows the optimal trade-off between storage
and cross-rack repair bandwidth. Section V gives the exact-
repair constructions for MSRR codes. Section VI gives the
exact-repair construction of MBRR codes for all parameters.

Section VII presents evaluation results for our RRC and the
related codes. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are many follow-up studies on RC along different
directions, such as practical implementation [11]–[14] and the
repair problem with heterogeneous structures [6]–[8], [15]–
[18].

Flexible RC [19] is designed for heterogeneous storage
systems that can achieve the lower bound of repair bandwidth.
Combined with a tree-structured regeneration topology, it is
shown that RC can further save the network bandwidth [20],
[21]. Some studies [16], [22] focus on the capacity bound
for a heterogeneous model. However, all the above studies
do not distinguish the costs between intra-rack and cross-rack
communications in data centers.

Some previous studies distinguish the costs between cross-
rack and intra-rack communications, yet their system models
and analysis are fundamentally different from ours. Table I
compares our RRC with several closely related work for erasure-
coded data centers. DRC [6], [18] considers the same model of
this paper and achieves the trade-off between storage and cross-
rack repair bandwidth under the minimum storage condition.
DRC can be viewed as a special case of our MSRR codes with
all other racks being contacted to repair a failed node. Sohn et
al. [8] consider a different repair model and give the optimal
trade-off between storage and repair bandwidth (including cross-
rack repair bandwidth and intra-rack repair bandwidth). In their
repair process, there is no information encoding between two
nodes in the same rack, while in our model, the symbols
downloaded from other racks are the combinations of all the
symbols in the rack (as in DRC [6], [18]). Also, to repair a
failed node, the new node in [8] needs to connect to all the
other racks, while the number of racks connected to repair a
failed node is more flexible in our paper. We can show that
the cross-rack repair bandwidth of RRC is less than that of the
codes in [8] for most parameters. Later, Sohn et al. [9], [10]
present exact-repair constructions for the minimum storage
point and the minimum bandwidth point of the codes in [8].

The closest related work to ours is by Prakash et al. [7]. In
their model, a file needs to be retrieved from a certain number
of racks, and hence k must be a multiple of the number of
nodes in each rack. On the other hand, our model allows a
file to be retrieved from any k nodes. Therefore, our RRC can
tolerate more failure patterns than the codes in [7]. We show
that the trade-off curve of RRC coincides with the optimal
trade-off curve in [7] when k is a multiple of the number of
nodes in each rack, yet our exact-repair constructions for MSRR
codes and MBRR codes can support much more parameters
than that of the minimum storage codes and the minimum
bandwidth codes in [7], respectively (see Section VII-B for
details). More importantly, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of
our MSRR codes with additional parameters is strictly less than
that of MSRR codes with the nearest k that is a multiple of the
number of nodes in each rack (see the remark in Section IV).
In other words, the minimum storage codes and the minimum
bandwidth codes in [7] only support the parameters when k
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TABLE I: Comparison with related work.
(n, k) recovery Cross-rack repair bandwidth Supported parameters Supported parameters

property of minimum storage of minimum bandwidth
RC holds ≥ RRC, equality holds for MSR all parameters [23] all parameters

only when kr/n is an integer
DRC [6], [18] holds = MSRR n

n−k is an integer or r = 3 n/a
Sohn et al. [8] holds ≥ RRC, equality holds n = 2k, r = 2 [9] all parameters [10]

when kr/n is an integer
Prakash et al. [7] does not hold = RRC for kr/n is an integer kr/n is an integer kr/n is an integer
RRC (this paper) holds ≤ [7], [8], equality holds most parameters all parameters

when kr/n is an integer

is a multiple of the number of nodes in each rack, while our
MSRR codes and MBRR codes do not have this restriction on
k. Note that when k is a multiple of the number of nodes in
each rack, k + 1 will not be a multiple of number of nodes in
each rack. We can show that the cross-rack repair bandwidth
of MSRR (resp. MBRR) codes with k+1 data nodes is strictly
less than that of MSRR (resp. MBRR) codes with k data nodes.

There are other studies that specifically address the deploy-
ment of erasure coding in rack-based data centers. Some studies
[15], [24] consider the trade-off with two racks. Tebbi et al. [17]
design locally repairable codes for multi-rack storage systems.
Shen et al. [25] present a rack-aware recovery algorithm that is
specifically designed for RS codes. In this paper, we conduct
formal analysis and formulate a general model that gives
the optimal trade-off between storage and cross-rack repair
bandwidth.

A similar methodology in the two-layer coding for data
centers can be found in [26]. The first layer encodes the data
file by an (n, k) MDS code and distributes to n nodes, while
the second layer creates the symbols stored in each node by
employing an MDS code with the code rate δ. If the proportion
of the failed symbols among the symbols stored in a node is
no larger than 1− δ (i.e., a partial node failure), then the failed
symbols can be recovered by the node locally. Otherwise, there
is a trade-off between storage and repair bandwidth. The main
difference between the work in [26] and our work is that we
distinguish the intra-rack and cross-rack communications and
consider the repair of a failed node in a rack-based storage
system, while the authors in [26] consider partial node failures.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a data center consisting of n nodes that are
equally divided into r racks, with n/r nodes in each rack (see
Fig. 1). We assume throughout this paper that n is a multiple
of r, and label the nodes from 1 to n. For h = 1, 2, . . . , r
and i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r, we denote the i-th node in rack h by
Xh,i. We fix an alphabet of size q. A data file is regarded
as a sequence of B symbols. A data file is encoded into nα
symbols and stored in n nodes. Each node stores α symbols.

In each rack, we select a distinguished node called the relayer
node for each data file, such that the relayer node can obtain
the content stored in the other nodes in the same rack. We
assume that the intra-rack bandwidth is abundant, so that the
transmissions among the nodes within a rack incurs negligible
cost. If a storage node fails, we replace it by a new node
and put it in the same rack. The new node arbitrarily picks d

New nodeRack 1 α α α(relayer)...

Rack 2 α α α(relayer)...

Rack r α α α(relayer)...

. 

. 

.
Data

Collector

α

α
...

β

β
...

n/r1

d

α
α

k

...

n/r

Fig. 1: A failed node can be repaired by downloading all the
other symbols in the host rack and β symbols each from d
other arbitrary racks. The data file can be reconstructed by a
data collector by downloading kα symbols from any k nodes.

other racks, where d < r, and connects to the corresponding
relayers. We call the relayers or racks that participate in the
repair process to be helpers, and the parameter d to be the
repair degree. Based on the αn/r symbols stored in the host
rack, each of the contacted relayers sends β symbols to the
new node. The cross-rack repair bandwidth is γ = dβ. The
content of the new node is then regenerated from the received
dβ symbols and the (n/r − 1)α symbols stored in the host
rack. Note that the relayer can be any arbitrary surviving node
selected from a rack, and different data files can be associated
with different relayers during a repair operation. We can view
a node failure as a partial failure of a rack. We can repair a
failed node by downloading β symbols from each of any other
d racks, and (n/r−1)α symbols from the other n/r−1 nodes
in the same rack. By relabeling the storage node, we assume
that Xh,1 is the relayer in rack h, for h = 1, 2, . . . , r, without
loss of generality.

We want to maintain the property that any k nodes suffice to
decode the data file. We call this the (n, k) recovery property.
When a data collector connects to a relayer node, it is equivalent
to connecting to all the n/r nodes in the rack. Without loss of
generality, we can make the assumption that if a data collector
connects to a relayer, it also connects to all of the other nodes
in the same rack. We consider two versions of repair in this
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TABLE II: Main notation used in this paper.
Notation Description

n number of nodes
r number of racks
B number of symbols in a data file
α number of symbols stored in each node
n/r number of nodes in each rack
d repair degree
β number of symbols downloaded from a relayer

γ = dβ cross-rack repair bandwidth
G(n, k, r, d, α, β) information flow graph

α∗(β) minimum α for a given β
Defined in Section IV

m the value of bkr/nc
t the value of k mod (n/r)

Defined in Section V
s B data symbols

Qi,h encoding matrix of node i in rack h
Gi encoding matrix of rack i
cTf,h local encoding column of rack h

to repair a node in rack f
0α α× α zero matrix
Iα α× α identity matrix
Pi the B ×m left-most sub-matrix of Gi

Ri the B × (n− k −m) right-most
sub-matrix of Gi

v1, . . . ,vm m orthogonal row vectors of length m
u1, . . . ,ur−m m row vectors of length n− k

G[(i1, i2), (j1, j2)] sub-matrix of G consisting from
rows i1 to i2 and columns j1 to j2

Ei a (n− k)×m random matrix over Fq
λi,j a non-zero element of Fq

y1, . . . ,ym m orthogonal row vectors of length αn/r −m
x2, . . . ,xm α− 1 orthogonal row vectors of length αn/r

paper: exact repair and functional repair. In exact repair, the
symbols stored in the failed node are the same as those in
the new node. In functional repair, the new node may contain
symbols different from those in the failed node, as long as
the (n, k) recovery property is preserved. An encoding scheme
that satisfies all of the above requirement with parameters
n, k, r, d, α and β is called a rack-based storage system
RSS(n, k, r, d, α, β). Table II summarizes the main notation
used in this paper.

IV. OPTIMAL TRADE-OFF BETWEEN STORAGE AND
CROSS-RACK REPAIR BANDWIDTH

We represent the storage system described in the previous
section by an information flow graph, which was proposed in
[5] for deriving optimal trade-off of RC. In order to differentiate
from the system diagram in Fig. 1, we will use the term
“vertex”, instead of “node”, for the information flow graph.

Given the system parameters n, k, r, d, α, and β, an
information flow graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
constructed according to the following rules. There is a vertex
S that represents the data file, and a vertex T that represents
the data collector. For h = 1, 2, . . . , r and i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r,
the i-th node in rack h is represented by a pair of vertices
Inh,i and Outh,i. We draw an edge from Inh,i to Outh,i with
capacity α. To each in-vertex Inh,i, we draw an edge from
S to Inh,i with infinite capacity. This represents the encoding
process as the content in each storage node is a function of all
the symbols, and the capacity of each node is limited to α. For
each h = 1, 2, . . . , r and i = 2, 3, . . . , n/r, we draw an edge
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∞

∞

∞

∞

∞
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∞
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Fig. 2: Information flow graph of (n, k, r, d) = (9, 5, 3, 2).

with infinite capacity from Outh,i to Outh,1. This indicates
that Xh,1 is the relayer, and Xh,1 can access everything stored
in Xh,i.

Suppose that the f -th node in rack h fails, for some h ∈
{1, 2, . . . , r} and f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n/r}. We put n/r pairs of
vertices, say In′h,j and Out′h,j in the information flow graph.
For j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n/r} \ {f}, we draw an edge with infinite
capacity from Outh,j to In′h,j , and an edge with infinite capacity
from In′h,j to Out′h,j . This means that the content of node j does
not change after the repair. For vertex In′h,f , which represents
the new node, we draw an edge from Outh,j to In′h,f with
infinite capacity, indicating that it can access all the symbols
stored in the other nodes in the same rack. Suppose that the new
node makes d connections to the relayers in rack h1, h2, . . . , hd,
where h1, . . . , hd are distinct indices that are not equal to h.
There is an edge with capacity β in the information flow
graph from Outh`,1 to In′h,f , for ` = 1, 2, . . . , d. Thus, In′h,f
has (n/r − 1) + d incoming edges, in which d of them have
capacity β and n/r − 1 of them have infinite capacity. The
new node stores α symbols eventually, and we represent this
by drawing an edge from In′h,f to Out′h,f with capacity α. We
also have an edge with infinite capacity from Out′h,j to Out′h,1
for j = 2, 3, . . . , n/r.

The storage system may undergo a series of node failures and
repairs. We repeat the above procedure accordingly. Finally, we
draw k edges from k out-vertices to T. We keep the convention
that if T is connected to the vertex Outh,1 corresponding to
the relayer in rack h, T is also connected to all the vertices
Outh,2, . . . ,Outh,n/r in rack h.

Any DAG that can be obtained as described above is
referred to as an information flow graph, and is denoted by
G(n, k, r, d, α, β). Fig. 2 shows an example of (n, k, r, d) =
(9, 5, 3, 2).

Given an information flow graph G, we regard the unique
vertex S as the source vertex and the unique vertex T as
the terminal vertex, and consider the maximum flow from
S to T. We define an (S,T)-cut as a subset of the edges
in G such that S and T are disconnected after the edges
in this subset are removed from G. The capacity of an
(S,T)-cut is defined as the sum of the capacity of the edges
in the cut. Let mincut(G) denote the smallest capacity of
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an (S,T)-cut in a given information flow graph G, and
minG mincut(G) with the minimum value taken over all
possible information flow graphs G. By the max-flow bound
in network coding theory [27, Theorem 18.3], the supported
file size B cannot exceed minG mincut(G). The next theorem
determines minG mincut(G), and hence gives an upper bound
on the file size. Throughout the paper, we will use the notation

m := bkr
n
c.

Theorem 1. Given the parameters n, k, r, d ≥ m, α, β and
B, if there is an RSS(n, k, r, d, α, β) with file size B, then

kα+

m∑
`=1

min{(d− `+ 1)β − α, 0} ≥ B. (1)

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.
If an encoding scheme for RSS(n, k, r, d, α, β) with the

equality in (1) holds, we call it a rack-aware regenerating code
RRC(n, k, r, d, α, β). The value on the left-hand side of the
inequality in (1) is called the capacity of RRC(n, k, r, d, α, β).
When r = n, we note that the trade-off curve of RRC in (1)
reduces to the optimal trade-off curve of RC [5].

Remark. If kr/n is an integer (i.e., m = kr/n), then the
upper bound given in (1) is the same upper bound obtained
from [7] (see (1) in [7]). Note that the repair scenarios of our
work and [7] are the same, yet our model can tolerate more
failure patterns than the model in [7]. If kr/n is not an integer,
our upper bound is tighter than that of the bound given in [7].

We now characterize the achievable trade-offs between the
storage α and the cross-rack repair bandwidth γ = dβ for
given (n, k, r, d). Given β, α∗(β) is defined to be the smallest
α such that the equality in (1) holds if such a solution exists,
and is set to be infinity otherwise. The following theorem
shows the optimal trade-off.

Theorem 2. Given the parameters n, k, r, d and B, we let

g(i) = i
2d− 2m+ i+ 1

2d
,

f(i) =
2B

2k(d−m+ 1) + i(2k − i− 1)
,

where i = 0, 1, . . . ,m−1. If β ranges from f(m−1) to infinity,
then the minimum storage α∗(β) is as follows,

α∗(β) =

{
B
k , β ∈ [f(0),+∞)
B−g(`)dβ

k−` , β ∈ [f(`), f(`− 1)),
(2)

for ` = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1, and

α∗(β) =
Bd

(k −m)d+m(d− m−1
2 )

, (3)

for β = f(m− 1).

Proof. See Appendix B.

There are two extreme points on the optimal trade-off curve
that correspond to the minimum storage and the minimum
cross-rack repair bandwidth. The two extreme points are
called minimum storage rack-aware regenerating (MSRR) codes
and minimum bandwidth rack-aware regenerating (MBRR)

TABLE III: Some parameters of r, n, k for which the MBRR
codes have high code rates.

(r, n) (4, 8) (4, 12) (4, 16) (5, 10) (5, 15)
k 5− 7 7− 11 9− 15 6− 9 8− 14

(r, n) (5, 20) (6, 12) (6, 18) (6, 24) (6, 30)
k 11− 19 7− 11 10− 17 13− 23 16− 29

codes, respectively. The MSRR point can be derived by first
minimizing α and then β, while the MBRR point can be
derived by first minimizing β and then α.

From (2) and (3), the MSRR point can be achieved when

(αMSRR, γMSRR) = (
B

k
,

Bd

k(d−m+ 1)
), (4)

and the MBRR point is achieved by

αMBRR = γMBRR = Bd
(k−m)d+m(d−m−1

2 )
. (5)

Observe that when r = n, MSRR codes are reduced to
minimum storage regenerating (MSR) codes, and MBRR codes
are reduced to minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes.
Note that in MBRR codes, the cross-rack repair bandwidth γ
is equal to the storage α, i.e., the amount of data downloaded
from other racks has the same size as the failure data. In
MBRR codes, we have B = kd−m(m−1)/2 and α = γ = d
according to (5). If 2kd−m(m− 1) > nd, then the code rate
(i.e., B

nα ) of MBRR codes is

kd−m(m− 1)/2

nd
> 0.5.

Therefore, we may construct MBRR codes with high code
rates, while the code rates of all MBR codes are no larger than
0.5. Given r and n, the values of k for which the code rates of
MBRR codes are larger than 0.5 are summarized in Table III
for d = r − 1. For all the evaluated parameters in Table III,
the MBRR codes have high code rates when k/n > 0.5.

Remark. From (4) and (5), we see that the cross-rack repair
bandwidth of MSRR codes and MBRR codes decreases along
with the increase of k, given the same parameters B, d,m.
If kr/n is an integer, we have kr/n = b(k + i)r/nc for
i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r − 1, then the cross-rack repair bandwidth of
MSRR(n, k + i, r) (resp. MBRR(n, k + i, r)) codes is strictly
less than that of MSRR(n, k, r) (resp. MBRR(n, k, r)) codes.
Note that the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MSRR (resp.
MBRR) codes is equal to that of the minimum storage (resp.
bandwidth) codes in [7] when kr/n is an integer. Therefore,
the construction of MSRR (resp. MBRR) codes when kr/n is
not an integer is necessary and important, as the codes have
less cross-rack repair bandwidth. We will give the exact-repair
constructions for MSRR codes and MBRR codes in Section V
and Section VI, respectively.

If we directly employ an RC(n, k, d′) in rack-based storage,
then we can obtain the trade-off curve between the storage
α and cross-rack repair bandwidth γ′ of RC(n, k, d′) as the
following theorem by Theorem 1 in [5].

Theorem 3. If we directly employ an RC(n, k, d′) in a
rack-based storage system, i.e., we repair a failed node by
downloading β′ symbols from each of the d′ = dn/r+n/r−1
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helper nodes (including n/r − 1 nodes in the host rack and
dn/r other nodes), then the trade-off between the smallest
storage α′∗(γ′) and cross-rack repair bandwidth γ′ is

α′∗(γ′) =

{
B
k , γ′ ∈ [f ′(0),+∞)
B−g′(i)f ′(i)

k−i , γ′ ∈ [ dnd′rf
′(i), dnd′rf

′(i− 1)),
(6)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, where

g′(i) = i
2d′ − 2k + i+ 1

2d′
,

f ′(i) =
2Bd′

2k(d′ − k + 1) + i(2k − i− 1)
.

By Theorem 3, the cross-rack repair bandwidths of RC at
MSR point and MBR point are

γ′MSR =
Bdn/r

k(dn/r + n/r − k)
,

and

γ′MBR =
2Bdn/r

k(2dn/r + 2n/r − k − 1)
,

respectively. The next theorem shows that MSRR codes (resp.
MBRR codes) have less cross-rack repair bandwidth than MSR
codes (resp. MBR codes) for most of the parameters.

Theorem 4. Let d′ = dn/r + n/r − 1. If kr/n is an
integer, then MSR(n, k, d′) codes have the same cross-rack
repair bandwidth as MSRR(n, k, d) codes. If kr/n is not an
integer, then MSRR(n, k, d) codes have less cross-rack repair
bandwidth than MSR(n, k, d′) codes. If kr/n is an integer and
k/n > 2/r, then MBRR(n, k, d) codes have less cross-rack
repair bandwidth than MBR(n, k, d′) codes.

Proof. Recall that m = bkrn c. When kr/n is an integer, we
have kr/n = m and

γ′MSR =
Bdn/r

k(dn/r + n/r − k)
=

Bd

k(d+ 1− kr/n)
,

which is equal to the cross-rack repair bandwidth in (4) of
MSRR codes, as kr/n = m. If kr/n is not an integer, we
have kr/n > m and we thus obtain that the cross-rack repair
bandwidth of MSRR codes is less than that of MSR codes.
Recall that the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes
is γMBRR in (5). If kr/n in an integer, we have m = kr/n.

0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3 0.320.12

0.13

0.14

0.15

0.16

0.17

0.18

0.19

Cross−rack repair bandwidth γ

St
or

ag
e 
α

RC(n=12,k=8,r=3)
RC(n=12,k=8,r=4)
RC(n=12,k=8,r=6)
RRC(n=12,k=8,r=3)
RRC(n=12,k=8,r=4)
RRC(n=12,k=8,r=6)

MBR

MSR
MSRR

MBRR

Fig. 3: Optimal trade-off curve between storage and cross-
rack repair bandwidth for RRC and RC when n = 12, k = 8
and r = 3, 4, 6 and d = r − 1. When (n, k, r) = (12, 8, 4),
the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MSRR codes and MSR
codes is γMSRR = 0.1875 and γMSR = 0.2813, respectively;
the storage and cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes
and MBR codes are (αMBRR, γMBRR) = (0.1304, 0.1304) and
(αMBR, γMBR) = (0.1833, 0.1500), respectively.

MBRR codes have less cross-rack repair bandwidth than MBR
codes, if and only if

γ′MBR − γMBRR

=
2Bdn/r

k(2dn/r + 2n/r − k − 1)
− Bd

(k −m)d+m(d− m−1
2 )

=
2Bdn

k(2dn+ 2n− kr − r)
− 2Bd

2kd−m(m− 1)

=
2Bd(2nkd− nm(m− 1)− k(2dn+ 2n− kr − r))

k(2dn+ 2n− kr − r)(2kd−m(m− 1))

=
2Bd(k2r + kr − 2kn−m2n+mn)

k(2dn+ 2n− kr − r)(2kd−m(m− 1))

=
2Bd(k2r + kr − 2kn− k2r2

n + kr)

k(2dn+ 2n− kr − r)(2kd−m(m− 1))
by m =

kr

n

=
2Bd(k2r + 2kr − 2kn− k2r2

n )

k(2dn+ 2n− kr − r)(2kd−m(m− 1))

=
2Bd( 1

n −
2
kr )

k(2dn+ 2n− kr − r)(2kd−m(m− 1))
k2r(n− r) > 0.

Therefore, we can obtain that MBRR codes have less cross-rack
repair bandwidth than MBR codes, if and only if k/n > 2/r.
That is to say, if the code rate is not too low, the cross-rack
repair bandwidth of MBRR codes is strictly less than that of
MBR codes.

For B = 1, n = 12, k = 8, r = 3, 4, 6 and d = r − 1, the
trade-off curves of RRC and RC when d′ = dn/r + n/r − 1
are shown in Fig. 3.

We have several observations. First, the cross-rack repair
bandwidth of RC increases as r increases under the same
storage. Second, unlike RC, the cross-rack repair bandwidth
of RRC when r = 4 is less than that of r = 3 under the same
storage. In general, if kr/n is an integer, then the cross-rack
repair bandwidth of RRC increases as r increases, as in RC.
However, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of RRC(n, k, r′) is
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strictly less than that of RRC(n, k, r) when kr′/n is not an
integer and kr/n = bkr′/nc. Third, MSRR codes have less
cross-rack repair bandwidth than MSR codes for the same
parameters except two points when r = 3, 6. In fact, only
when kr/n is an integer, the cross-rack repair bandwidths of
MSRR and MSR codes are the same according to Theorem 4.
Finally, MBRR codes have less cross-rack repair bandwidth
than MBR codes for (n, k, r) = (12, 8, 4) and (n, k, r) =
(12, 8, 6), and have the same cross-rack repair bandwidth as
MBR codes for (n, k, r) = (12, 8, 3). By Theorem 4, if kr/n
is an integer and k/n > 2/r, then MBRR codes have less cross-
rack repair bandwidth than MBR codes. Therefore, the results
of (n, k, r) = (12, 8, 6) in Fig. 3 fit well with Theorem 4.
While kr/n is not an integer for (n, k, r) = (12, 8, 4), the
cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes is less than that
of MBR codes. It is interesting to note that the storage of
MBRR codes is strictly less than that of MBR codes for all the
evaluated parameters. In the rest of the paper, we will focus
on the exact-repair constructions of MSRR codes and MBRR
codes.

V. EXACT-REPAIR CONSTRUCTIONS FOR MSRR CODES

This section presents systematic constructions of exact repair
MSRR codes. Systematic codes are codes such that the kα
uncoded symbols are stored in k nodes. Suppose that the first
k nodes are data nodes that store the uncoded symbols and
the last n − k nodes are coded nodes that store the coded
symbols. In Section V-B, the construction is for α = 1 and any
(n, k). The construction in Section V-B has optimal cross-rack
repair bandwidth for any data node and any coded node. In
Section V-C, the construction is for αn/r ≥ m+αt. Note that
the construction in Section V-C has optimal cross-rack repair
bandwidth only for any data node. If kr is a multiple of n,
then k data nodes are replaced in the first m racks that are
called data racks, and n − k coded nodes are placed in the
last r −m racks that are called coded racks. If kr is not a
multiple of n, then the first m racks are data racks, the last
r −m − 1 racks are coded racks, and rack m + 1 is called
hybrid rack that contains

t := k mod (n/r)

data nodes and n/r− t coded nodes. MSRR codes with kr/n
being an integer are called homogeneous MSRR codes, while
MSRR codes with kr/n being a non-integer are called hybrid
MSRR codes.

We assume β = 1, and we can extend the construction to
β 6= 1 easily, as in the construction of MSR codes. When
β = 1, we have

α = d−m+ 1, B = k(d−m+ 1).

By Theorem 4, MSR codes have the same cross-rack repair
bandwidth as homogeneous MSRR codes, i.e., all the existing
constructions of MSR codes can be directly applied to MSRR
codes but with much less intra-rack repair bandwidth, when
kr/n is an integer. As the existing construction of MSR codes
can support all the parameters [23], it is not necessary to exploit
the construction of homogeneous MSRR codes. Therefore, we

will focus on the construction of hybrid MSRR codes in the rest
of the section. We first present the construction of MSRR codes
for α = 1. Then, we give a construction of hybrid MSRR codes
for αn/r ≥ m + αt and α > 1. Our constructions employ
interference alignment, which is similar to the concept of
common eigenvector that has been used in the construction of
exact repair MSR codes [28], [29]. We first introduce some
notation used in this section before giving the constructions.

A. Notation
A data file is represented by B data symbols s =

[s1, s2, . . . , sB ] in finite field Fq. Let sQi,h be the α coded
symbols stored in node i and rack h for i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r and
h = 1, 2, . . . , r, where Qi,h is the B×α encoding matrix. The
encoding matrix Gh of rack h is defined as,

Gh =
[
Q1,h Q2,h · · · Qn/r,h

]
.

When a node in rack f fails, the new node accesses all
(n/r− 1)α symbols in rack f , and downloads a coded symbol
from racks {h1, h2, . . . , hd} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , r} \ {f} with local
encoding vector being cTf,hi

for i = 1, 2, . . . , d, where cf,hi

is a row vector with length αn/r. Denote G[(i1, i2), (j1, j2)]
by the sub-matrix of G consisting of rows from i1 to i2 and
columns from j1 to j2, and G[(i1, i2), (:)] and G[(:), (j1, j2)]
as two sub-matrices of G consisting of rows from i1 to i2 and
columns from j1 to j2, respectively.

B. Construction for α = 1 and Any n, k
We show in the next theorem that any (n, k) MDS code can

achieve the minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth.

Theorem 5. If α = 1, then we can repair any one symbol of
(n, k) MDS code by downloading all the other n/r−1 symbols
in the host rack and one symbol from each of d other arbitrary
racks.

Proof. When α = 1, we have B = k and d = m. For notational
convenience, let ci,f denote the symbol stored in node i and
rack f , where i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r and f = 1, 2, . . . , r. We need
to show that we can recover the symbol ci,f by downloading
n/r − 1 symbols

c1,f , . . . , ci−1,f , ci+1,f , . . . , cn/r,f ,

from rack f and d symbols from d arbitrary racks
h1, h2, . . . , hd, where h1 6= · · · 6= hd ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} \ {f}.
We first consider the case where kr/n is not an integer.

Note that the symbols in rack hi are c1,hi , c2,hi , . . . , cn/r,hi
,

where i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Since each rack has n/r symbols, the
total number of symbols in racks f, h1, h2, . . . , hd−1 and the
first t symbols in rack hd is dn/r + t = k. We can view
the symbol cn/r,hd

as a linear combination of the k symbols,
including dn/r symbols in racks f, h1, h2, . . . , hd−1 and t
symbols c1,hd

, c2,hd
, . . . , ct,hd

in rack hd, i.e.,

cn/r,hd
=

n/r∑
j=1

cj,fqj +

n/r∑
j=1

cj,h1
qj+n/r +

n/r∑
j=1

cj,h2
qj+2n/r + · · ·

+

n/r∑
j=1

cj,hd−1
qj+(d−1)n/r +

t∑
j=1

cj,hd
qj+dn/r,
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Rack 1 s1 s2

Rack 2 s3 s4

Rack 3 s5 s6

Rack 4 s7 s8

Rack 5 s[q1,1, q1,2, q1,3, q1,4, q1,5, q1,6, q1,7, q1,8]T

s[q2,1, q2,2, q2,3, q2,4, q2,5, q2,6, q2,7, q2,8]T

q1,2s2

q1,3s3+q1,4s4 

q1,5s5+q1,6s6 

q1,7s7+q1,8s8 

q1,1s1+q1,2s2+q1,3s3+q1,4s4+ 
q1,5s5+q1,6s6+q1,7s7+q1,8s8 

New node 

Fig. 4: Example of homogeneous MSRR code with
(n, k, r, d) = (10, 8, 5, 4), the data symbols [s1, s2, · · · , s8]
are denoted by s.

where qi 6= 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Therefore, we can recover
the symbol ci,f by downloading one symbol

cn/r,hd
−

t∑
j=1

cj,hd
qj+dn/r

=

n/r∑
j=1

cj,fqj +

n/r∑
j=1

cj,h1
qj+n/r +

n/r∑
j=1

cj,h2
qj+2n/r + · · ·

+

n/r∑
j=1

cj,hd−1
qj+(d−1)n/r,

from rack hd, one symbol

n/r∑
j=1

cj,hiqj+in/r,

from rack hi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d− 1} and n/r − 1 symbols

c1,f , . . . , ci−1,f , ci+1,f , . . . , cn/r,f ,

from the rack f .
Therefore, any one failure in a rack can be repaired by

downloading one symbol from each of the d arbitrary racks
and n/r− 1 symbols from the host rack, when kr/n is not an
integer. The repair process of the failed symbol ci,f with kr/n
being an integer can be viewed as a special case of the above
repair process with t = 0. This completes the proof.

An example in Fig. 4 shows the repair for a data node. To
recover the failure symbol s1, five symbols are downloaded
and only the coded symbol downloaded from rack 5 (is called
desired symbol) is linearly dependent on s1. The desired symbol∑8
i=1 q1,isi is composed of one desired component q1,1s1

which is desirable to recover the failure symbol and one inter-
ference component

∑8
i=2 q1,isi. If the interference component

is aligned, then we obtain the desired component q1,1s1 and can
repair the failure symbol if q1,1 6= 0. Therefore, the other four
coded symbols downloaded (are called interference symbols)
are used to align the interference component. Note that the

first construction of DRC in [18] can be viewed as a special
case of d = r − 1 and n/(n− k) being an integer.

C. Hybrid MSRR Codes for αn/r ≥ m+ αt

Idea. In hybrid MSRR codes, the first k − t data nodes are
placed in the m data racks and the last t = k mod (n/r)
data nodes are placed in the hybrid rack, each node stores
α = d−m+ 1 symbols. In the repair process of a data node
in a data rack, the new node accesses all the other symbols
from the host rack. It downloads (i) m − 1 coded symbols
from m− 1 data racks, (ii) one coded symbol from the hybrid
rack, and (iii) d−m coded symbols from d−m coded racks.
The d−m+ 1 desired symbols are from the hybrid rack and
d−m coded racks. Note that all the interference symbols that
are downloaded from data racks are independent of the last
tα data symbols. If we want to recover the failed symbols,
the interference component of each of the d−m+ 1 desired
symbols should be independent on the last tα data symbols.
To simultaneously align all the interference components for the
α desired symbols, we need to carefully choose the encoding
matrices and introduce the concept of orthogonal vector. We
note that in our construction of hybrid MSRR codes, we can
recover the data node by d specific helper racks, not d arbitrary
helper racks, with optimal cross-rack repair bandwidth.

Construction. Before giving the construction, we should
introduce some notation. The row vectors v1,v2, . . . ,vm
are orthogonal of length m. The vectors u1,u2, . . . ,uα
have size 1 × αn/r. Let E1,E2, . . . ,Em be αn/r × m
matrices, F1,F2, . . . ,Fα be (B −mαn/r)×m matrices and
R1,R2, . . . ,Rα be B × (αn/r −m) matrices.

For h = m + 1,m + 2, . . . , r, the encoding matrix Gh is
given as

Gh =


uTh−mv1 + λh−m,1E1

uTh−mv2 + λh−m,2E2

... Rh−m
uTh−mvm + λh−m,mEm

Fh−m

 ,
where the matrix Ri for i = 1, 2, . . . , α is given as follows.
The matrix R1 is

R1 =

[
0(B−α·t)×α·t L1

Iα·t×α·t

]
,

where 0(B−α·t)×α·t is a (B−α · t)×α · t zero matrix, Iα·t×α·t
is an α · t × α · t identity matrix and L1 is a B × (αn/r −
m − α · t) matrix. Therefore, the parameters should satisfy
αn/r ≥ m+ αt. For i = 2, 3, . . . , α, Ri is

Ri =


xTi y1 + Di,1

xTi y2 + Di,2

...
xTi ym + Di,m

Ci

 ,
where y1,y2, . . . ,ym are m orthogonal vectors of length
αn/r −m, x2,x3, . . . ,xα are α− 1 vectors of length αn/r,
Di,1,Di,2, . . . ,Di,m are matrices of size αn/r× (αn/r−m)
and Ci is a matrix of size (B −mαn/r)× (αn/r −m).
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The following requirement should be satisfied. For f =
1, 2, . . . ,m and i = 2, 3, . . . , α, there exist non-zero ele-
ments λ

′

i,j for j = 1, . . . , f − 1, f + 1, . . . , α such that
the equations in (7), (8) hold and all the sub-matrices
M1[(:), (1 + (` − 1)α, `α)] of the matrix M1 in (9) are
non-singular for ` = 1, 2, . . . , n/r. All the sub-matrices
M2[(1 + (i − 1)α, iα), (1, α)] of the matrix M2 in (10) are
non-singular for i = 1, 2, . . . , t. The above condition is called
the repair condition.

Di,jy
T
f = λ

′

i,jEjv
T
f (7)

Fiv
T
f = Ciy

T
f (8)

M1 =


vf (uT1 vf + λ1,fEf )T

vf (uT2 vf + λ2,fEf )T − yf (xT2 yf + D2,f )T

...
vf (uTαvf + λα,fEf )T − yf (xTαyf + Dα,f )T

 (9)

M2 = [[F1 L1[(mα
n

r
+1, B), (:)]]aT [F2 C2]c

T
2 · · · [Fα Cα]c

T
α ]

(10)
The proposed codes satisfy (n, k) recovery property if and only
if the file can be retrieved from any k nodes. This is equivalent
to that all the α`× α` sub-matrices of the matrix

[
Gm+1[(:), (1, (n/r − t)α)] Gm+2 · · · Gr

]
(11)

consisting of rows i1, i1 + 1, . . . , i1 + α − 1, . . . , i`, i` +
1, . . . , i` + α − 1 and columns j1, j1 + 1, . . . , j1 + α −
1, . . . , j`, j` + 1, . . . , j` + α− 1 are non-singular for

i1 6= . . . 6= i` ∈ {1, α+ 1, . . . , (k − 1)α+ 1},
j1 6= . . . 6= j` ∈ {1, α+ 1, . . . , (n− k − 1)α+ 1},

where ` = 1, 2, . . . ,min{k, n− k}. The above requirement is
called the fault tolerance condition.

Repair. If a data node in rack f ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} fails, the
new node downloads a desired symbol

sGm+1[(1, B), (1,m)]vTf − sR1[(1, B), (1, αt)]F1v
T
f

=s



λ1,1E1v
T
f

...
λ1,f−1Ef−1v

T
f

uT1 vfv
T
f + λ1,fEfv

T
f

λ1,f+1Ef+1v
T
f

...
λ1,mEmvTf

0(B−mαn/r)×1


,

TABLE IV: Parameters satisfying the construction of hybrid
MSRR codes in Section V-C.

r (k, n)

3 (5,9) (7,12) (9-11,12) (8-9,15) (11-14,15)
4 (5,8) (7-8,12) (10-11,12) (9-11,16) (11-14,20)
5 (8,15) (10,15) (11,15) (11,20) (13-15,20) (16-19,25)
6 (7,12) (10-11,18) (13-15,24) (17-19,24)

from the relayer node in rack m+ 1, one desired symbol

sGm+i[(1, B), (1,m)]vTf − sRiy
T
f

=s



(λi,1 − λ
′

i,1)E1v
T
f

...
(λi,f−1 − λ

′

i,f−1)Ef−1v
T
f

uTi vfv
T
f + λi,fEfv

T
f − (xTi yfy

T
f + Di,fy

T
f )

(λi,f+1 − λ
′

i,f+1)Ef+1v
T
f

...
(λi,m − λ

′

i,m)EmvTf
0(B−mαn/r)×1


,

from the relayer node in rack i + m for i = 2, . . . , α, and
m − 1 interference symbols from racks {1, 2, . . . ,m} \ {f}
with local encoding vectors being

E1v
T
f , · · · ,Ef−1vTf ,Ef+1v

T
f , · · · ,EmvTf ,

respectively. Therefore, we obtain α coded symbols which are
the multiplication of the matrix in (9) and[

s(f−1)αn/r+1 s(f−1)αn/r+2 · · · sfαn/r
]

by subtracting the coded symbols downloaded in racks m +
1, . . . ,m+α from the symbols downloaded in racks {1, . . . , f−
1, f + 1, . . . ,m}. The failure α symbols can be recovered, as
the corresponding α × α sub-matrix of the matrix in (9) is
non-singular.

We first review the Schwartz-Zippel Lemma before giving
the repair condition and fault tolerance condition.

Lemma 6. (Schwartz-Zippel [30]) Let Q(x1, . . . , xn) ∈
Fq[x1, . . . , xn] be a non-zero multivariate polynomial of total
degree d. Let r1, . . . , rn be chosen independently and uniformly
at random from a subset S of Fq . Then

Pr[Q(r1, . . . , rn) = 0] ≤ d

|S|
. (12)

The repair condition and fault tolerance condition can be
satisfied if the field size is large enough.

Theorem 7. If the field size q is larger than

α
(

2n/r + t+
∑min{n−k,k}
i=1 i

(
k

i

)(
n− k
i

))
, (13)

then there exist encoding matrices Gh for h = m + 1,m +
2, . . . , r over Fq of hybrid MSRR codes, where the parameters
n, r,m, t, α satisfy αn/r ≥ m+ αt.

Proof. See Appendix C.
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Rack 1 s1, s2 s3, s4 s5, s6

Rack 2 s7, s8 s9, s10 s11, s12

Rack 3 s13, s14 s15, s16 sQ3,3

Rack 4 sQ1,4 sQ2,4 sQ3,4

s3, s4, s5, s6

[s7, s8, s9, s10, s11, s12]E2v1T

sQ3,3v1T[s13,s14,s15,s16]F1v1T

sQ1,4v1Ts[Q2,4,Q3,4]y1T

New node 

Fig. 5: Example of hybrid MSRR code with (n, k, r) =
(12, 8, 4). The data symbols are denoted by s =
[s1, s2, · · · , s16].

From Theorem 7, we obtain that the supported parameters
of the proposed hybrid MSRR codes satisfy n ≥ (m+αt)r/α.
Table IV shows some examples of d = r− 1 and r = 3, 4, 5, 6.
We can observe from Table IV that we can give the construction
of hybrid MSRR codes for most of the parameters.

Example. Take (n, k, r, d) = (12, 8, 4, 3) as an example. It
gives m = 2, t = 2, α = 2 and B = 16. The row vectors
v1,v2 are orthogonal of length 2, and vectors u1,u2 are of
size 1× 6. The matrices E1,E2 have size 6× 2, F1,F2 have
size 4× 2, and R1,R2 have size 16× 4. Then, the encoding
matrix G3 is given as

G3 =
[
Q1,3 Q2,3 Q3,3

]
=

 012×4 uT1 v1 + λ1,1E1

uT1 v2 + λ1,2E2

I4×4 F1

 ,
where λ1,1, λ1,2 are two non-zero elements. The encoding
matrix G4 is

G4 =
[
Q1,4 Q2,4 Q3,4

]
=

 uT2 v1 + λ2,1E1 xT2 y1 + D2,1

uT2 v2 + λ2,2E2 xT2 y2 + D2,2

F2 C2

 ,
where y1,y2 are orthogonal vectors of length 4, x2 is of length
6, λ2,1, λ2,2 are two non-zero elements, D2,1,D2,2 are of size
6 × 4 and C2 is a matrix of size 4 × 4. Fig. 5 shows the
example.

We can repair two data symbols s1, s2 in node 1 by
downloading the other four data symbols (the interference
symbols) s3, s4, s5, s6 in the first rack and one symbol (the
interference symbol)

λ1,2
[
s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12

]
E2v

T
1 , (14)

from rack 2 and two symbols (the desired symbols)

sQ3,3v
T
1 −

[
s13 s14 s15 s16

]
F1v

T
1 =[

s1 s2 · · · s12
] [uT1 v1v

T
1 + λ1,1E1v

T
1

λ1,2E2v
T
1

]
,

sQ1,4v
T
1 − s

[
Q2,4 Q3,4

]
yT1 =

s

uT2 v1v
T
1 + λ2,1E1v

T
1

λ2,2E2v
T
1

F2v
T
1

− s

xT2 y1y
T
1 + D2,1y

T
1

D2,2y
T
1

C2y
T
1

 ,
from racks 3, 4. Note that F2v

T
1 = C2y

T
1 according to (8)

and D2,2y
T
1 = λ′2,2E2v

T
1 according to (7). We obtain that the

desired symbol downloaded from rack 4 is

s

[
uT2 v1v

T
1 + λ2,1E1v

T
1 − (xT2 y1y

T
1 + D2,1y

T
1 )

(λ2,2 − λ′2,2)E2v
T
1

]
.

By subtracting two desired symbols in racks 3, 4 from the
interference symbol in (14), we obtain the following two
symbols[

s1 s2 · · · s6
]
·[

uT1 v1v
T
1 + λ1,1E1v

T
1

uT2 v1v
T
1 + λ2,1E1v

T
1 − (xT2 y1y

T
1 + D2,1y

T
1 )

]T
.

Therefore, we can recover two data symbols s1, s2 by first
subtracting the above two symbols from the four interference
symbols s3, s4, s5, s6 in the first rack and then solving the
resulting two linear systems, because the 2× 2 sub-matrix of
the above matrix in the right is non-singular according to (9).
Nodes 2 and 3 can be recovered similarly. With the same
argument, we can also repair one node in racks 2 and 3.

Although the constructed hybrid MSRR codes only have
minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth for a data node, we can
employ the generic transformation [31] for our hybrid MSRR
codes such that each coded node has the same cross-rack repair
bandwidth of (n, k = mn/r, d) homogeneous MSRR codes.

VI. EXACT-REPAIR CONSTRUCTIONS OF MBRR CODES
FOR ALL PARAMETERS

As in the construction of MSRR codes, we also consider
the construction of MBRR codes for β = 1. When β = 1, the
parameters of MBRR codes satisfy

B = kd−m(m− 1)/2, α = γ = d.

Therefore, we want to construct codes with parameters satis-
fying the above requirement and the (n, k) recovery property
satisfied.

By connecting to any k nodes, we can obtain kd symbols.
The (n, k) recovery property can be satisfied if there exist B
independent symbols among the kd symbols, i.e., there are
at most m(m− 1)/2 dependent symbols in any k nodes. We
want to convert the product-matrix (PM) construction of MBR
codes [32] into the construction of our MBRR codes. In the
following, we present the construction.

The encoding procedure can be described as follows.
• Divide the B data symbols into two parts, in which the

first part has (k −m)d data symbols and the second part
has md−m(m− 1)/2 data symbols.
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• Compute (n − r − k + m)d global coded symbols by
encoding all the B data symbols. Store (n− r− k+m)d
global coded symbols and (k −m)d data symbols of the
first part (totally (n− r)d symbols) in the last (n/r − 1)
nodes of the r racks.

• Generate dr coded symbols by encoding the first part
by a PM-MBR(r, d, d) code. Divide the generated coded
symbols into r groups, each group has d coded symbols.
For each group, take a linear combination for a coded
symbol in the group and all (n/r − 1)d symbols stored
in the last (n/r − 1) nodes in a rack with the encoding
vector being a column vector of length (n/r − 1)d+ 1,
and the resulting d coded symbols are stored in the first
node of the rack.

We show a specific construction as follows. Denote the row
vector [

s1 s2 · · · s(k−m)d

]
.

by the first (k−m)d data symbols sj for j = 1, 2, . . . , (k−m)d.
Compute (n− r − k +m)d global coded symbols by[

c1 c2 · · · c(n−r−k+m)d

]
=
[
s1 s2 · · · sB

]
Q,

where Q is a B × (n− r − k +m)d matrix of rank (n− r −
k +m)d. Therefore, we obtain (n− r)d symbols[

s1 s2 · · · s(k−m)d c1 c2 · · · c(n−r−k+m)d

]
,

which are stored in the last (n/r−1) nodes of the r racks, and
are represented by a r× (n/r− 1)d matrix M1. Typically, we
may choose the matrix Q to be Cauchy matrix so that any k
out of the n−r nodes (the last (n/r−1) nodes of the r racks)
are sufficient to reconstruct the B data symbols, if n− r ≥ k.

Create a d× d data matrix

M2 :=

[
S1 S2

ST2 0

]
.

The matrix S1 is a symmetric m×m matrix obtained by first
filling the upper-triangular part by m(m+1)/2 data symbols sj ,
for j = (k−m)d+1, (k−m)d+2, . . . , (k−m)d+m(m+1)/2,
and then obtain the lower-triangular part by reflection along
the diagonal. The rectangular matrix S2 has size m× (d−m),
and the entries in S2 are m(d − m) data symbols sj , j =
(k −m)d+m(m+ 1)/2 + 1, . . . , B, listed in some fixed but
arbitrary order. The matrix ST2 is the transpose of S2 and the
matrix 0 is a (d−m)× (d−m) all-zero matrix.

Define the matrix Φ to be a d × r matrix, with the i-th
column denoted by φTi for i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Define the matrix
P to be a (n/r−1)d×rd matrix, with the `-th column denoted
by pT` for ` = 1, 2, . . . , rd. For i = 1, 2, . . . , r, the d local
coded symbols stored in the first node in rack i are computed
as

(M2φ
T
i )t+M1[(i, i), (1, (n/r−1)d)]

[
pT(i−1)d+1 · · · pTid

]
.

Note that [
M2φ

T
1 M2φ

T
2 · · · M2φ

T
r

]
can be viewed as the codewords of the PM-MBR(r, d, d) codes

Fig. 6 shows an example of (n, k, r, d) = (12, 8, 4, 3). In
the example, we have B = 23 data symbols. The first 18 data

Rack 1

Rack 2

Rack 3

Rack 4

(M2∅∅3
T)T+[s13, s14, s15, s16, s17, s18][p7T, p8T, p9T] s13, s14, s15 s16, s17, s18

(M2∅∅1
T)T+[s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6][p1T, p2T, p3T] s1, s2, s3 s4, s5, s6

(M2∅∅2
T)T+[s7, s8, s9, s10, s11, s12][p4T, p5T, p6T] s7, s8, s9 s10, s11, s12

(M2∅∅4
T)T+[c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6][p10T, p11T, p12T] c1, c2, c3 c4, c5, c6

Fig. 6: Example of MBRR code with (n, k, r, d) = (12, 8, 4, 3).

symbols and 6 global coded symbols are stored in the last two
nodes in each rack, and 4 local coded symbols are stored in
the first node in each rack.

Theorem 8. If the field size is larger than

B

min{k,r}∑
i=1

(
n− r
k − i

)(
r

i

)
. (15)

then any k nodes can recover the B data symbols, and the α
symbols stored in any one node can be recovered with optimal
cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes.

Proof. File Recovery. Suppose that a data collector connects
to k nodes that are all from the first n/r − 1 nodes in the r
racks, then we can retrieve the B data symbols as any square
sub-matrix of a Cauchy matrix is non-singular. Consider that
a data collector connects to k − ` nodes that are from the
last n/r − 1 nodes and ` nodes that are from the last node,
where ` = 1, 2, . . . ,min(k, r). The received kd symbols can
be represented by the B × kd encoding matrix. If we view
each entry of P and Φ as a non-zero variable, we can check
that there exist a B ×B sub-matrix such that the determinant
is a non-zero polynomial with total degree at most B. There
are total

min{k,r}∑
i=1

(
n− r
k − i

)(
r

i

)
.

choices. The multiplication of all the determinants is a
polynomial with total degree at most (15). Therefore, we can
decode the B data symbols from any k nodes if the field size is
larger than the value in (15) according to the Schwartz-Zippel
Lemma.

Repair. Suppose a node in rack f fails, where f ∈
{1, 2, . . . , r}. The new node connects to any d helper racks
hi for i = 1, 2, . . . , d. The relayer node of rack hi accesses
all the symbols stored in the rack, retrieves M2φ

T
hi

, computes
and sends the coded symbol

φfM2φ
T
hi
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MSRR(n=16,r=4)
MSR(n=16,r=4)

(c) n = 12, r = 4 (d) n = 16, r = 4

Fig. 7: Cross-rack repair bandwidth of MSRR codes and MSR
codes when r = 3, 4.

to the new node. Therefore, the new node obtains d coded
symbols

φfM2

[
φTh1

φTh2
· · · φThd

]
.

As the left matrix in the above is invertible, the new node can
compute the coded symbols φfM2, as like the repair process
of PM-MBR codes. Then the new node can recover the failure
node by accessing all the other symbols in the rack f .

Indeed, the upper bound of field size in Theorem 8 is
exponential in k. However, we may directly check by computer
search whether any k nodes can reconstruct the B data symbols.
We have checked by computer search that we can always find
P and Φ such that any k nodes can reconstruct the B data
symbols for the example when (n, k, r, d) = (12, 8, 4, 3), when
the field size is 11. We can replace the underlying finite field
by a binary cyclic code [33] for computational complexity
reduction.

VII. COMPARISON

In this section, we evaluate cross-rack repair bandwidth for
the two extreme points of RRC, RC and other related codes,
such as clustered codes in [7] and codes in [8]. We also discuss
the supported parameters of our exact-repair constructions, the
exact-repair constructions in [7], and DRC [6], [18].

A. Cross-rack Repair Bandwidth

1) Comparison of MSRR (resp. MBRR) and MSR (resp. M-
BR): According to Theorem 4, the cross-rack repair bandwidth
of MSR codes is the same as that of MSRR codes if kr/n is
an integer. Otherwise, if kr/n is not an integer, the cross-rack
repair bandwidth of MSRR codes is strictly less than that of
MSR codes. Fig. 7 shows the cross-rack repair bandwidth of
MSRR codes and MSR codes when B = 1, r = 3, 4 and
d = r − 1. The results demonstrate that hybrid MSRR codes
have strictly less cross-rack repair bandwidth than MSR codes
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Fig. 8: Cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes and MBR
codes when r = 5, 6.
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(a) n = 18, k = 13 (b) n = 24, k = 18

Fig. 9: Cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes and MBR
codes when n = 18, 24.

and this advantage increases with k. For example, MSRR codes
have 42% and 83% less cross-rack repair bandwidth than MSR
codes when (n, k, r) = (18, 11, 3) and (n, k, r) = (18, 17, 3),
respectively.

By Theorem 4, if k/n > 2/r and kr/n is an integer, then
MBRR codes have less cross-rack repair bandwidth than MBR
codes. Therefore, if the code rate is not too low, the cross-rack
repair bandwidth of MBRR codes is strictly less than that of
MBR codes.

Fig. 8 shows the cross-rack repair bandwidth of two codes
when B = 1, r = 5, 6 and d = r − 1. The results demonstrate
that MBRR codes have less cross-rack repair bandwidth for
all the evaluated parameters. Given r and n, we note that the
differences between MBRR codes and MBR codes become
larger when k increases. When n = 20 and r = 5, the reduction
in the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes over MBR
codes is from 11% to 32%. When n = 18 and r = 6, the
reduction is from 7% to 32%.

Let B = 1 and d = r−1. For a specific case where (n, k) =
(18, 13) (resp. (n, k) = (24, 18)), Fig. 9 shows the cross-rack
repair bandwidth of MBR codes and MBRR codes when r =
3, 6, 9 (resp. r = 3, 4, 6, 8, 12). We have two observations
from Fig. 9. First, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR
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codes is always less than that of MBR codes. Second, for
given n and k, the advantage of the lower cross-rack repair
bandwidth of MBRR codes varies significantly for different
values of r. For example, MBRR codes have 6.8% reduction
of cross-rack repair bandwidth compared to MBR codes when
(n, k, r) = (24, 18, 3), while the reduction increases to 21.6%
when (n, k, r) = (24, 18, 8).

2) Comparison of MSRR (resp. MBRR) and Minimum
Storage (resp. Bandwidth) Point of Codes in [7], [8]: Two
nearest related works are [7], [8]. In our model, any k nodes
are sufficient to reconstruct the data file, while in [7], any kr/n
racks (where kr/n is an integer) can reconstruct the data file
and there may exist k nodes that cannot reconstruct the data file.
In [7], a failed node is recovered by downloading α symbols
from each of ` other nodes in the host rack, and β symbols from
each of d other racks. The β symbols downloaded from the
remote racks are linear combinations of all the αn/r symbols
stored in the rack. Under the setting of functional repair, it is
shown in Theorem 4.1 in [7] that the file size is upper bounded
by (note that we should replace k by kr/n and m by n/r in
(11) in [7]):

B ≤ `kr
n
α+ (n/r − `)

kr/n−1∑
i=0

min{α,max{d− i, 0}β}.

If we download all α(n/r − 1) symbols in the host rack to
repair the failed node, i.e., ` = n/r − 1, then the above upper
bound is

B ≤ (n/r − 1)
kr

n
α+

kr/n−1∑
i=0

min{α,max{d− i, 0}β}

= kα+

kr/n−1∑
i=0

min{0,max{d− i, 0}β − α}.

We assume that d ≥ kr/n. Then max{d − i, 0}β − α =
(d− i)β − α, and the above bound is the same as the bound
in (1) in our Theorem 1 when kr/n is an integer. Therefore,
the cross-rack repair bandwidth of the codes in [7] is equal to
that of our RRC. According to the remark before Theorem 3,
MSRR(n, k+ i, r) codes (resp. MBRR(n, k+ i, r) codes) have
strictly less cross-rack repair bandwidth than MSRR(n, k, r)
codes (resp. MBRR(n, k, r) codes) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r − 1,
where kr/n is an integer. We thus obtain that MSRR(n, k +
i, r) codes (resp. MBRR(n, k + i, r) codes) have strictly less
cross-rack repair bandwidth than the minimum storage (resp.
bandwidth) (n, k, r) codes in [7] for i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r − 1,
where kr/n is an integer. Note that any k nodes can reconstruct
the data file in our model, while not in [7]. However, the bound
of our model is the same as that in [7] under the same setting.
We have the following observation from our results and the
results in [7]. All α(n/r − 1) symbols in the host rack are
necessary to obtain the minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth.
If we reduce the intra-rack repair bandwidth, i.e., reduce `,
then the cross-rack repair bandwidth will be increased.

Let βI and βc be the numbers of symbols downloaded from
a helper node in the host rack and the other racks, respectively.
Let ε = βc/βI . It is shown in Theorem 3 in [8] that the
minimum storage overhead, i.e., α = B/k, is achieved if
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(a) (n, r, k) = (20, 5, 11− 19) (b) (n, r, k) = (25, 5, 11− 24)

Fig. 10: The trade-off between storage and cross-rack repair
bandwidth of MBRR codes and the minimum bandwidth point
of the codes in [8] when n = 20, 25.

and only if ε ≥ 1/(n − k). Therefore, ε = 1/(n − k) is the
scenario with minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth when the
minimum storage overhead is imposed. When ε = 1/(n− k),
the minimum storage point of the codes in [8] is

(αMSR, γMSR) = (
B

k
,
B

k

n− n/r
n− k

),

where γMSR is the cross-rack repair bandwidth and all n− 1
surviving nodes are contacted. We have three observations. First,
all α symbols in the node of host rack should be downloaded to
minimize the cross-rack repair bandwidth in the repair. Second,
the cross-rack repair bandwidth of the minimum storage point
of the codes in [8] is the same as that of original MSR codes
for all parameters under the same setting when ε = 1/(n− k).
Third, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of our MSRR codes
is strictly less than that of the minimum storage point of the
codes in [8] when t 6= 0. On the other hand, if t = 0, i.e.,
kr/n is an integer, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MSRR
codes is equal to that of the minimum storage point of the
codes in [8].

Consider the cross-rack repair bandwidth of the minimum
bandwidth point of the codes in [8]. For ε > 0, set βc = 1,
then βI = 1/ε. The minimum bandwidth point of the codes in
[8] is

(αMBR, γMBR) = ((n/r − 1)/ε+ (n− n/r), (n− n/r)),

where γMBR is the cross-rack repair bandwidth, and the file
size is

B = kαMBR −
1

2
(
1

ε
− 1)(m(n/r)2 + t2 − k)− k(k − 1)

2
,

according to Proposition 3 of [10]. We observe that the storage
increases as ε decreases. If we decrease ε, then the normalized
cross-rack repair bandwidth will be decreased at the expense
of increasing the storage. Note that the storage αMBR is larger
than the cross-rack repair bandwidth γMBR in the minimum
bandwidth point of the codes in [8], while the storage is equal
to the cross-rack repair bandwidth in our MBRR codes.

Let ε = 1. Fig. 10 shows the trade-off between storage and
cross-rack repair bandwidth when B = 1, n = 20, 25, r = 5
and d = 4. We can observe from Fig. 10 that both the storage
and cross-rack repair bandwidth of MBRR codes is less than
that of the minimum bandwidth point of the codes in [8] for
all the evaluated parameters.

In conclusion, the cross-rack repair bandwidth of our RRC
is strictly less than that of the codes in [8] for most of the
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Fig. 11: Supported parameters of MSRR codes, clustered codes
in [7] and DRC when r = 3, 4, 5, 6.

parameters, and is the same as that of the codes in [7] if kr/n is
an integer. Also, RRC can tolerate more failure patterns than the
codes in [7]. When kr/n is an integer, hybrid MSRR(n, k+i, r)
codes for i = 1, 2, . . . , n/r − 1 have less cross-rack repair
bandwidth than MSR(n, k, r) codes and the minimum storage
(n, k, r) codes in [7].

B. Parameters of Exact Repair MSRR Codes and MBRR Codes

We now present numerical evaluation of supported parame-
ters of exact-repair construction for two extreme points of RRC,
the codes in [7], [8] and DRC in [18]. The first construction of
DRC in [18] can be viewed as a special case of our construction
of MSRR codes in Section V-B with n/(n−k) being an integer
and d = r − 1, and the second construction of DRC in [18]
only focuses on the case of r = 3. In the construction of the
codes in [7], kr/n should be an integer. The construction of
the minimum storage codes in [8] is given in [9] and it can
only support r = 2 and n = 2k. When r = 3, 4, 5, 6 and n
takes different values, the supported values of k for MSRR
codes, clustered codes in [7] and DRC are shown in Fig. 11.
The results show that the supported parameters of MSRR codes
are much more than those of the two codes.

Note that the exact-repair construction of clustered codes
in [7] is based on the existing constructions of MSR codes.
When k/n < 0.5, there is a limitation that the storage α is
exponential to k for the existing constructions of MSR codes
and the minimum storage construction of clustered codes in
[7]. However, our construction of MSRR codes does not have
this limitation.

Our construction of MBRR codes can support all the
parameters. The construction of the minimum bandwidth
codes in [8] is given in [10] and it can also support all the
parameters. On the other hand, kr/n should be an integer
in the construction of the minimum bandwidth codes in [7].
Therefore, our construction can support more parameters than
that in [7].

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we study the optimal trade-off between storage
and cross-rack repair bandwidth of rack-based data centers.
We propose Rack-aware Regenerating Codes (RRC) that can
achieve the optimal trade-off. We derive two extreme optimal
points, namely the MSRR and MBRR points, and give exact-
repair constructions of MSRR codes and MBRR codes. We
show that the cross-rack repair bandwidth of MSRR codes
(resp. MBRR codes) is strictly less than that of MSR codes
(resp. MBR codes) for most of the parameters. In our system
model, all the symbols in the host rack are downloaded to
repair a failed node. One future work is to generalize the results
for more flexible selection of helper nodes in the host rack.
Another future work is the implementation of RRC in practical
rack-based data centers.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof. First, we show the following lemma.

Lemma 9. If a relayer in a rack is connected to the data
collector T and not all the other n/r − 1 nodes in the rack
are connected to T, then the capacity of (S,T)-cut is not the
smallest.

Proof. Consider that a relayer X1,1 is connected to T. Since
the incoming edges of T all have infinite capacity, we only
need to examine the incoming edges of Out1,1 and In1,1. As
X1,1 is not a failed node, the incoming edges of Out1,1 and
In1,1 have capacity αn/r and infinite, respectively. So a relayer
without failure contributes αn/r to the cut. On the other hand,
if a relayer X

′

1,1, which is a failed node, is connected to T, the
incoming edges of Out′1,1 and In′1,1 have capacity αn/r and
α(n/r − 1) + dβ, respectively. The node X

′

1,1 can contribute
min{(n/r − 1)α+ dβ, αn/r} symbols to the cut. Recall that
each of all the other n/r − 1 nodes in rack 1 has an edge
which connects to the input node and Out1,1 with capacity α.
All the other n/r − 1 nodes in rack 1 have no contribution to
the cut whether they are connected to T or not. Therefore, if
a relayer is connected to T, we should connect to all the other
n/r− 1 nodes in the same rack to T to minimize the capacity
of the cut.

Next, we show that there exists an information flow graph
G(n, k, r, d, α, β) such that mincut(G) is equal to the right val-
ue in (1). In the graph, the relayer nodes X1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xm,1

fail in this order. Each new node X
′

`,1 draws α symbols from
each of nodes X`,2, X`,3, . . . , X`,n/r and β symbols from each
of the first d relayer nodes, for ` = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Consider
the data collector T that connects to all nodes in the first
m racks and k − mn/r nodes (except the relayer node) in
rack m + 1. Fig. 2 shows the graph G(n, k, r, d, α, β) when
(n, k, r, d) = (9, 5, 3, 2). For each ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, rack `
can contribute min{(n/r− 1)α+ (d− `+ 1)β, n/r ·α} to the
cut. Therefore, mincut(G) is the right side in (1).

In the following, we show that (1) must be satisfied for
any information flow graph G(n, k, r, d, α, β). Consider that T
connects to k “out-vertices”, which are represented by {Outh,i :
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(h, i) ∈ I}, the cardinality of I is k. We want to show that the
smallest mincut(G) is at least the right value in (1).

Without loss of generality, Outh1,i1 , . . . ,Outhn/r,in/r
are

assumed to be the first n/r out-vertex in the cut. If there is only
one vertex Outh`,i` that is a relayer for i` ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n/r},
then it can contribute min{(n/r−1)α+dβ, n/r ·α} to the cut
and we select n/r − 1 vertices to be located in the same rack
that have no contribution to the cut. If the number of relayer is
larger than 1, then the contribution is larger than min{(n/r −
1)α+dβ, n/r·α}. If all the vertices Outh1,i1 , . . . ,Outhn/r,in/r

are not relayers, then they can contribute αn/r to the cut.
Therefore, the n/r vertices contribute at least min{(n/r −
1)α+ dβ, n/r · α} to the cut.

Now, we assume Outhn/r+1,in/r+1
, . . . ,Outh2n/r,i2n/r

are
the second n/r out-vertices. Similar the above discussion, we
have that those n/r nodes contribute at least min{(n/r−1)α+
(d− 1)β, n/r · α} to the cut. By the same arguments for the
`-th n/r vertices for ` = 3, 4, . . . ,m and the last k −mn/r
vertices, we will have that a min-cut for any information flow
graph G(n, k, r, d, α, β) is exactly the right value in (1).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proof. We need to solve for α∗(β) as follows,

α∗(n, k, r, β) , minα

subject to: kα+

m∑
`=1

min{(d− `+ 1)β − α, 0} ≥ B.

If α ≤ (d−m+1)β, then we have kα ≥ B and α∗(β) = B/k.
If α ≥ dβ, we have

kα+(dβ−α)+((d−1)β−α)+· · ·+((d−m+1)β−α) ≥ B,

and

α∗(β) =
Bd

(k −m)d+m(d− m−1
2 )

.

For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1, if (d−m+ i+ 1)β < α ≤ (d−m+
i+ 2)β, then the capacity is

kα+ ((d−m+ 1)β − α) + ((d−m+ 2)β − α) + · · ·+
((d−m+ i+ 1)β − α)

=(k − i− 1)α+ (i+ 1)(d−m+ i/2 + 1)β.

The relation of the smallest capacity Φ and α is as follows

Φ =



kα, α ∈ [0, b0],
(k − 1)α+ b0, α ∈ (b0, b1],

...
...∑m−2

j=0 bj + (k −m+ 1)α, α ∈ (bm−2, bm−1],∑m−1
j=0 bj + (k −m)α, α ∈ (bm−1,∞],

(16)
where

bi = β(d−m+ i+ 1), (17)

for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1. Recall that Φ ≥ B, and we can solve
for α∗(β), which is

B
k , B ∈ [0, kb0]
B−b0
k−1 , B ∈ (kb0, b0 + (k − 1)b1]

...
B−

∑m−2
j=0 bj

k−m+1 , B ∈ (
∑m−2
j=0 bj + (k −m+ 1)bm−2

,
∑m−1
j=0 bj + (k −m)bm−1].

(18)
Therefore, if

B ∈ (

i−1∑
j=0

bj + (k − i)bi−1,
i∑

j=0

bj + (k − i− 1)bi],

then

α∗(β) =
B −

∑i−1
j=0 bj

k − i
,

for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1. Recall that bi is defined in (17), we
compute that

i−1∑
j=0

bj =

i−1∑
j=0

β(d−m+ j + 1) = βi(2d− 2m+ i+ 1)/2,

i∑
j=0

bj + (k − i− 1)bi

=β(i+ 1)(d−m+ i/2 + 1) + (k − i− 1)β(d−m+ i+ 1)

=β(2k(d+ 1)− 2km+ 2ki− i2 − i)/2.

Then we have the optimal trade-off in the theorem.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 7

Proof. We view the values of v1, . . . ,vm,y1, . . . ,ym and λi,j
as constants and the other entries of vectors and matrices as
variables. There are

αn/r(αn/r −m)(α− 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Di,j

+ (α− 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ
′
i,j

+αmn/r(α− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ej

variables, αmn/r(α− 1)2 equations and

(B − αmn/r)m(α− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fi,j

+ (B − αmn/r)(αn/r −m)(α− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ci

variables, (B − αmn/r)m(α − 1) equations in (7) and (8),
respectively. Note that αn/r ≥ 2m, we can view all the entries
of Di,j , F2, . . . ,Fα and c2, . . . , α as constants and the other
entries as free variables. Then each entry of the matrix M1

in (9) and M2 in (10) can be interpreted as a polynomial with
total degree 2 and 1, respectively. For the repair condition.
The multiplication of all the determinants of the corresponding
sub-matrices in (9) and (10) is a polynomial with total degree
2αn/r + αt = α(2n/r + t).

For the reconstruction condition. Each entry of the matrix
in (11) is a polynomial with total degree 1. The multiplication
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of all the determinants can be interpreted as a polynomial with
total degree

α

min{n−k,k}∑
i=1

i

(
k

i

)(
n− k
i

)
.

Therefore, the repair condition and MDS property condition
are satisfied if the field size is larger than (13) according to
the Schwartz-Zippel Lemma.
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